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Data Exfiltration via DNS Ismdoor / GreenBug 

Payload is mainly used for data exfiltration via DNS.  Using such techniques attacker can 

take advantage of  DNS tunneling and using AAAA DNS queries for IPv6 addresses. Victim’s 

machine run multiple commands and send results to C2 server this way. This backdoor is mainly 

using tools like WMIC to gather system information. In short data is sent via DNS query and 

response is via AAAA IPV6 address. This behavior is very similar to greenBug / Ismdoor seen 

previously. 

Request Type: AAAA 
Hostname: n.n.c.
7EF5604C38314D6BB0F880B656C054B9.arielsecurityupdater.com  
Dest Address: 8.8.8.8 
AAAA: 3666:2d62:6162:372d:6563:6331:6437:3733 

In the next wave data is sent to the C2 server. 

TTpDUj9jZD0zMGQ4Mjk4MS00NjRkLTQwM2MtYWM4Yy1iNWVhZDA3YTl

hZDM!.0.dr.26B7377773DE43C4B1FE14AE98A7605F.arielsecurityupdater.com 

Initially socket() calls are used to build up the data structures, followed by send() and recv() 
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Data exchange happens in a specific order as shown above ‘M:SF? ….’. E.g. SF means send 

file 

        M:SF?cId=bc0cd031-abf6-4192-ba41-90d366eb5ce8:::= 

For Connection check backdoor will use DNS Servers => M:CC? 
Some other message types 

M:SF?commandId=CmdResult= 
M:CC? 
M:GF?cId= 
M:ME? 
M:ReId?Id= 
M:SF?cId= 
M:GAC?appId= 
M:CR?cd= 
M:AV?appId= 
M:SF?SKLF=appId= 

Here are some of  the DNS queries: 
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Let’s get to the actual payload. Its a 64 bit binary compiled on 7/3/2017 

The backdoor uses very straight forward flow. It drops a simple .bat file. Bat file results are 

written to a text file. Results are encrypted and sent to a C2 server 

 

 

Payload adds and removes multiple files under  

%HOME%\appdata\Microsoft\Windows location 
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Once the payload starts, it uses multiple system commands to gather results including 

CMD.exe, WMIC.exe etc. Payload uses multiple threads (8 - 12) at a time. 
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Payload calls CreateProcess() to spawn all the commands. 

Data exchange between the victim and C2 machine happens periodically. 

Commands are stored char by char within the Payload 
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The BAT file 
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Results are stored in the following order 

Task kill and timeout command are also used by the backdoor 
            (taskkill /im \"", basePointer + 0x68), "\" /f  & del \""), basePointer + 0xa8, r9), "\" & timeout /t 3 /nobreak & del \””) 

Like greenBug, this backdoor is able to do multiple things e.g. upload, download, send 

and receive commands etc. There is code path to a keyLogger payload as well. Its used as a hook 

to capture all the key strokes and send user passwords to C2 server. 

 
 

 

Conclusion: 

This backdoor definitely resembles the famous greenBug. It’s used to gather useful data on 

a corporate network(s). Its using DNS to exfiltrate data due to which very few endpoint 

protections were able to detect the payload. Even at the network layer not many vendors were 

able to detect or prevent. The backdoor is used as a PRE attack vector. This means attacker is 

trying to get useful data to compile the next stage. Similar vector was used in Shamoon 

version two. Shamoon had 2 stages: PRE shamoon and POST shamoon. For more information 

on Shamoon please use the following link 

http://udurrani.com/0fff/shamoon_story.html 
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